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Abstract: The conventional reclosing of a distribution system is performed after a fixed dead time.
However, it may lead to the increased outage time due to delayed reclosing. To solve this problem,
this paper proposes a new adaptive reclosing scheme. The electrostatic induction is analyzed under at
during-fault and post-fault conditions. Based on this analysis, the method to judge the fault clearance
using the load current is proposed. The reclosing is adaptively performed after fault clearance.
The distribution system and reclosing scheme are modelled by the electromagnetic transient program
(EMTP). The various simulations according to the unbalanced ratio and various fault conditions are
performed and analyzed. The superiority of the proposed scheme is verified by comparing with the
conventional reclosing method.
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1. Introduction

Most faults that occur in the distribution system are transient. In order to recover quickly
after fault current interruption, a reclosing is performed after a certain dead time. A recloser is a
circuit-interrupting device for distribution systems in which the magnitudes of the fault currents are
limited. Specifically, the operation sequence of a recloser in a conventional distribution system used
by the Korea Electric Power Corporation has fixed dead times of 0.5 s and 15 s, as shown in Figure 1.
The recloser is opened if the current increases due to fault occurrence. After the fixed dead time of
0.5 s has elapsed the first reclosing is attempted. If the fault is not cleared, the recloser is re-opened
because of the large fault current, and the second reclosing is attempted after 15 s [1].
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Distinguishing permanent faults from temporary faults in reclosing sequences is very important.
However, conventional reclosing adopts a fixed dead time, irrespective of whether a fault is temporary
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or permanent in nature [2]. In transmission systems, various reclosing schemes have been proposed to
detect fault clearance and reduce dead times [3–13]. However, these methods cannot be applied to
distribution systems for several reasons, such as the configuration and short length of the distribution
system. Only a small number of studies has been performed for the reclosing in distribution
systems [14]. In [14], the wavelet transform was performed after which the total harmonic distortion
was calculated. A disadvantage of [14] is the complicated calculation procedure. In this paper, the
adaptive reclosing scheme with a simple calculation process will be proposed.

The Korean distribution system is a multi-grounded 22.9-kV Y-connected three-phase four-wire
system [15]. Moreover, most distribution systems are operated in an unbalanced state [16–23].
Consequently, neutral currents can be generated by unbalanced loads during steady state operation.
In other words, some neutral current will always flow in the neutral line. This means that although
symmetrical faults occur in distribution systems, the neutral current will always flow in the neutral
line. This paper analyses the phenomena induced by the neutral current. Based on this analysis, the
new adaptive reclosing scheme using load current is proposed.

This paper proposes a new adaptive reclosing method in an unbalanced distribution system.
Section 2 discusses the electrostatic induction between the neutral line and the distribution line based
on equivalent circuits. In Section 3, the new adaptive reclosing scheme based on this analysis is
discussed. Specially, the configuration of the distribution system for the new reclosing scheme and
flow chart is discussed. Section 4 discusses the modeling and simulation results to verify the proposed
adaptive reclosing scheme. Finally, conclusions derived from our study are presented in Section 5.

2. Electrostatic Induction between the Neutral Line and the Distribution Line

In this section, the electrostatic induction between the neutral line and the distribution line is
discussed. Figure 2 shows the equivalent circuit after interruption of the fault current. Figure 2 assumes
that faulty phase is Phase A, and the healthy phases are Phases B and C.

Even after the faulty section has been disconnected from the distribution line, the neutral current
due to the unbalanced state is still flowing, because the normal current is supplied outside the faulty
section. Due to the current flowing in the neutral line, the electrostatic induction phenomenon occurs
between the neutral line and the distribution line.
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In Figure 2, the current flowing in the neutral line is divided into three phase currents due to the
electrostatic induction phenomenon:

Ineu = IAneu + IBneu + ICneu (1)
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The current flowing in the faulty Phase A due to electrostatic induction is as follows:

IAneu =
Vneu

1
jωCAneuneu

+ Z0//Rfault
(2)

On the other hand, the currents flowing to the healthy Phases B and C are as follows:

IBneu =
Vneu

1
jωCBneu

+ Z0
, ICneu =

Vneu
1

jωCCneu
+ Z0

(3)

The magnitude of mutual capacitance CAneu, CBneu, CCneu is very small, and hence the differences
between reactance in (2) and (3) are also small. Determining the relative magnitudes of the currents
flowing in each phase in (2) and (3), therefore, identifies the characteristic impedance of the line and
the fault resistance. The fault resistance is usually smaller than the characteristic impedance of the line.
Thus, during a fault, IAneu in (2) is larger than IBneu or ICneu in (3) because Z0//Rfault in (2) is smaller
than Z0 in (3). If a fault is cleared, IAneu in (2) and IBneu or ICneu in (3) will have the same value.

In other words, IAneu in (2) has a large value during the fault; however, it will change to a small
value in (3) after fault has been cleared. This characteristic will be utilized to detect fault clearance.

3. Adaptive Reclosing Scheme in the Unbalanced Distribution System

In this paper, we propose a new adaptive reclosing scheme. For this scheme, the system current
(isys) and the load current (iload) are input to the protective relay, as shown in Figure 3. A communication
method is also needed. In the case of the conventional recloser, if a fault occurs, the recloser
automatically performs a reclosing operation after a certain dead time after the distribution line is
interrupted. Because the recloser cannot perform adaptive reclosing, it is replaced by a protective relay
and a circuit breaker (CB). The protection relay receives the system current and the load current and
performs a specific process. Additionally, if it is determined that the fault is removed, it immediately
sends a reclosing signal to the breaker.
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Figure 3. Configuration of the distribution system for the proposed adaptive reclosing scheme.

The flowchart of the proposed adaptive reclosing scheme is presented in Figure 4. First, it
calculates the root-mean-square (RMS) value after receiving the system current and load current as
input. If the system current is greater than a certain value (α), the circuit breaker is opened to interrupt
the distribution line due to fault occurrence.

As shown in Figure 2, the current flowing in the distribution line by the electrostatic induction
phenomenon will flow to the load side. Therefore, in this paper, the load current is inputted to the
protective relay and the RMS value of this current is calculated. Additionally, the absolute value of the
differential of the RMS is calculated:

|∆iload_rms| =
∣∣∣∣ iload_rms[j]− iload_rms[j− 1]

∆T

∣∣∣∣ (4)
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The time width, ∆T, between two samples has been selected by the sampling frequency to
implement the proposed algorithm. In this paper, the sampling frequency is 120 samples/cycle.
Therefore, ∆T is 0.0001389 s at 60 Hz. The sampling frequency can be selected by the developer
of the protection algorithm. We have implemented the protection algorithm using EMTP software
and a sampling frequency of 120 samples/cycle was selected. The measurement accuracy can be
improved by this high sampling frequency. Figure 5 shows the variation of iload_rms and |∆iload_rms|
from during-fault to post-fault. During fault, iload_rms does not change, and hence, |∆iload_rms| also
does not change and maintains at zero. However, if the fault is cleared, the |∆iload_rms| at the faulty
phase increases because iload_rms at the faulty phase must change to the small value. If |∆iload_rms|
increases above a certain value (β), the duration threshold is also increased. If the duration threshold
is increased above a certain value (ε), it can be judged that the fault has finally been cleared. If the fault
has been cleared, the reclosing is immediately performed without waiting for the fixed dead time of
the conventional reclosing method.

When the fault has been cleared, |∆iload_rms| increases from zero above a certain value (β). Because
|∆iload_rms| is calculated based on the movement of the data window, it takes a certain amount of
time to increase this value above a certain value (β) and to reach the final value, as shown in Figure 5.
Therefore, the proposed algorithm does not judge the fault clearance immediately after |∆iload_rms|
increases above a certain value (β). For example, the proposed algorithm does not judge the fault
clearance by the increase of |∆iload_rms| above a certain value (β) during a single sample owing to
external effects such as measurement errors and noises. In other words, the proposed algorithm judges
the fault clearance by the continuous increase of |∆iload_rms| above a certain value (β) during a certain
number of samples. As shown in Figure 5, the duration threshold is the item to judge this. A certain
value (ε) in Figure 4 means a certain number of samples.

The proposed algorithm continuously receives the current values according to the sampling
frequency. In addition, iload_rms and |∆iload_rms| are calculated using the received values. These values
are calculated using the samples for a single cycle. The samples for one cycle form one data window.
The data window moves to receive the next current sample. At this time, the current sample (j) is
changed to the previous sample (j − 1) after the movement, and a data window is formed again
using the newly received sample (j). This is the concept of “Moving data window” in Figure 4 and
it is presented in detail in Figure 6. This paper proposes a reclosing algorithm based on the moving
data window.
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4. Simulations and Discussions

4.1. System Model and Implementation of the Proposed Method

The proposed adaptive reclosing scheme has been verified using the distribution system model in
Figure 3. The capacities of Loads 1 and 2 are 1000 kW and 2000 kW. The length and line type of Lines 1
and 2 are 10 km and 95-mm2 aluminum conductor steel-reinforced cable.

The distribution systems were modelled by using EMTP/ATPDraw software (developed
by Hans Kr. Høidalen, Norway). The proposed reclosing scheme was implemented using
EMTP/MODELS [24,25]. The sampling frequency was 120 samples/cycle. The input and output
between sub-models of EMTP/MODELS were assumed to be the communication method for load
current input. The time delay in the communication was not considered. Figure 7 shows the
implementation of the proposed method using EMTP/ATPDraw. The system and load currents
were inputted to the protective relay MODELS. In protective relay MODELS, the proposed method is
implemented using the language of EMTP/MODELS, which is similar to the FORTRAN language.
After calculating the proposed method, the output signal was transmitted to the CB.
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4.2. Simulation Conditions

In this paper, we report the simulations of the various fault conditions according to the unbalanced
ratio. The unbalanced ratio is calculated by (5):

Unbalnced Ratio =

The difference between maximum and
minimum of three− phase current

Sum of three− phase current/3
× 100 (5)

In the unbalanced state, the current magnitudes of the three phases are not the same.
The maximum current indicates the largest phase current value among the three phases, and the
minimum current indicates the smallest phase current value among the three phases. Currently,
the distribution system of the Korea Electric Power Corporation (Naju, Korea) limits the unbalance
ratio to less than 20% [15]. Therefore, the unbalanced ratios of 5% and 10% are selected. The single
line-to-ground faults and three phase-to-ground faults were simulated. In addition, the various fault
resistances, fault duration times and fault locations were simulated as shown in the Table 1. In Table 1,
the percentage of the fault location indicates the distance from the bus to the fault point over the total
line length of line 2. For all simulated cases, the fault occurrence time was 0.1 s. Therefore, the fault
clearance is 0.433 s for 20 cycles and 0.766 s for 40 cycles. The total number of simulated cases was 108.

Table 1. Simulation conditions.

Unbalanced Ratio Fault Type Fault Resistance Fault Duration Time Fault Location

5% Single line-to-ground fault 0.1 Ω 20 cycles 10%

10% Three phase-to-ground fault 10 Ω 40 cycles 50%
100 Ω permanent 90%

4.3. Simulation Results and Discussions

Table 2 shows the simulation results of all simulated cases. Regardless of the unbalanced ratio
and fault conditions, the judgment of fault clearance was successfully performed in all cases and thus
the reclosing was also successfully performed. The reclosing time was about 1/2 cycle after the fault
clearance, and it can be seen that the reclosing was successfully performed without waiting for the
fixed dead time of conventional reclosing. From Table 2, even at a low unbalanced ratio of 5%, we
can conclude that the reclosing was adaptively performed after the judgment of fault clearance by
the reclosing scheme proposed in this paper. Comparing the different fault types, we found that the
reclosing was successfully performed regardless of the symmetrical or unsymmetrical fault because
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some current always flows in the neutral line due to the unbalanced state. For the fault resistance,
it can be seen that the reclosing was successfully performed both for the high fault resistance case,
with 100 Ω, and the low fault resistance case, with 0.1 Ω. With regards to the fault locations, we found
that the reclosing was successfully performed according to the proposed adaptive reclosing scheme at
faults near the source as well as faults near the load. In addition, if the fault duration time was the
same, regardless of the unbalanced ratio, the fault type, the fault resistance and the fault location, it
was confirmed that the reclosing was performed at the same time. In the case of a permanent fault,
the reclosing was not performed.

As the unbalanced ratio becomes higher, the neutral current also becomes higher. As the
neutral current increases, the value of iload_rms, which is the current flowing to the load owing to
the electrostatic induction, also increases. As the value of iload_rms increases, |∆iload_rms|, which is
generated when iload_rms is changed to a small value, also increases. Because the proposed algorithm
is implemented based on the moving data window, it takes time to change |∆iload_rms| to a high value.
Because the length of the data window is constant, as the value of |∆iload_rms| increases, the time taken
to pass a certain value (β) decreases. Therefore, the reclosing time is slightly shorter for higher values
of the unbalanced ratio.

A higher value of the fault location means that the fault location is farther from the bus and
closer to the load. As the fault location becomes closer to the load, the length of the distribution line
between the fault location and the load becomes shorter, and hence, the capacitor between the line
and the neutral line becomes smaller. In Equation (2), IAneu decreases as the CAneu decreases. Because
IAneu is the current flowing to the load, iload_rms also decreases. As iload_rms decreases, |∆iload_rms| also
decreases. Because the length of the data window is constant, as the value of |∆iload_rms| decreases,
the time taken to pass above a certain value (β) increases. Therefore, the reclosing time is slightly
longer for higher values of the fault location.

Table 2. Simulation results.

Unbalanced
Ratio (%) Fault Type Fault

Resistance (Ω)
Fault Duration
Time (Cycles)

Fault Location
(%)

Reclosing
Time (s)

5
Single

line-to-ground
fault

0.1

20
10 0.441
50 0.441
90 0.443

40
10 0.775
50 0.775
90 0.776

permanent
10 -
50 -
90 -

10

20
10 0.441
50 0.441
90 0.443

40
10 0.775
50 0.775
90 0.776

permanent
10 -
50 -
90 -

100

20
10 0.441
50 0.441
90 0.443

40
10 0.775
50 0.775
90 0.776

permanent
10 -
50 -
90 -
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Table 2. Cont.

Unbalanced
Ratio (%) Fault Type Fault

Resistance (Ω)
Fault Duration
Time (Cycles)

Fault Location
(%)

Reclosing
Time (s)

5
Three

phase-to-ground
fault

0.1

20
10 0.441
50 0.441
90 0.443

40
10 0.775
50 0.775
90 0.776

permanent
10 -
50 -
90 -

10

20
10 0.441
50 0.441
90 0.443

40
10 0.775
50 0.775
90 0.776

permanent
10 -
50 -
90 -

100

20
10 0.441
50 0.441
90 0.443

40
10 0.775
50 0.775
90 0.776

permanent
10 -
50 -
90 -

10
Single

line-to-ground
fault

0.1

20
10 0.440
50 0.440
90 0.441

40
10 0.774
50 0.774
90 0.775

permanent
10 -
50 -
90 -

10

20
10 0.440
50 0.440
90 0.441

40
10 0.774
50 0.774
90 0.775

permanent
10 -
50 -
90 -

100

20
10 0.440
50 0.440
90 0.441

40
10 0.773
50 0.773
90 0.774

permanent
10 -
50 -
90 -
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Table 2. Cont.

Unbalanced
Ratio (%) Fault Type Fault

Resistance (Ω)
Fault Duration
Time (Cycles)

Fault Location
(%)

Reclosing
Time (s)

10
Three

phase-to-ground
fault

0.1

20
10 0.440
50 0.440
90 0.441

40
10 0.774
50 0.774
90 0.775

permanent
10 -
50 -
90 -

10

20
10 0.440
50 0.440
90 0.441

40
10 0.774
50 0.774
90 0.775

permanent
10 -
50 -
90 -

100

20
10 0.440
50 0.440
90 0.441

40
10 0.773
50 0.773
90 0.774

permanent
10 -
50 -
90 -

To verify the superiority of the proposed reclosing scheme, the simulation results in the proposed
reclosing and that in the conventional reclosing method were compared. The fault conditions for
comparison were an unbalanced ratio of 10 %, single line-to-ground fault, a fault resistance of 0.1 Ω and
a fault location of 10 %. In the case of the conventional reclosing method, two reclosing attempts were
made after fixed dead times of 0.5 and 15 s. In order to shorten the simulation time, the simulations
are performed by reducing 15 s to 1.5 s. The meanings of the numbers in each figure are as follows:

(1) Fault occurrence
(2) Opening of the circuit breaker due to fault occurrence
(3) Reclosing time at the proposed adaptive reclosing scheme
(4) First reclosing attempt of the conventional reclosing method
(5) Second reclosing attempt of the conventional reclosing method

Figures 8 and 9 show |∆iload_rms| and the RMS waveform of the system current when the fault
duration time was 20 cycles. After the fault was removed in 0.433 s, |∆iload_rms| increases above
a certain value at 0.4385 s, and hence, the fault clearance was confirmed at 0.440 s. As shown in
Figure 9, the reclosing in the proposed adaptive reclosing scheme was performed at 0.440 s after the
determination of the fault clearance. However, in the case of the conventional reclosing method, the
reclosing was performed at 0.65 s after the fixed dead time of 0.5 s. Therefore, outage time can be
reduced by the proposed reclosing scheme.
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Figure 10 shows |∆iload_rms| when the fault duration time is 40 cycles. After the fault is cleared in
0.766 s, |∆iload_rms| increases above a certain value at 0.7715 s. Using the proposed reclosing scheme,
it is judged that the fault was cleared at 0.773 s, and the reclosing was immediately performed. The
RMS waveform of the system current is presented in Figure 11. In the proposed reclosing method,
the reclosing was successfully performed at 0.773 s, after which the normal current was supplied to
the loads. In the conventional reclosing method, the first reclosing was attempted 0.65 s prior to fault
clearance. Because the fault had not been removed, a large fault current flowed again and hence the
CB opened again at 0.7 s. The second reclosing was successfully performed at 2.2 s after the fixed dead
time of 1.5 s, and the steady current was supplied to the loads. The outage time was reduced about
1.45 s by the proposed reclosing scheme. If the fixed dead time of 15 s, set by the Korea Electric Power
Corporation, is applied to the conventional reclosing method, the outage time can be further reduced
by the proposed reclosing scheme.

Figure 12 shows |∆iload_rms| during the cases of a permanent fault. This value did not change
and remained at 0 because the fault was not cleared. Figure 13 shows the RMS waveform of the
system current for a permanent fault. In the case of the proposed reclosing method, the reclosing
was not attempted because the fault clearance judgment was not made. However, in the case of the
conventional reclosing method, two numbers of reclosing were attempted and failed, and the CB
was again opened. Due to the two reclosing attempts, a large fault current could flow to electrical
installations such as lines and insulators, which could cause damage and shortening of the usuable
life time.
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5. Conclusions

Power distribution systems are usually operated in an unbalanced state due to load imbalance.
Therefore, the neutral current always flows. In this paper, we propose an adaptive reclosing method
based on the electrostatic induction phenomenon between the neutral line current and the distribution
line. Based on the equivalent circuit of electrostatic induction, the differences between the faulty phase
and the healthy phase are analyzed. Based on these results, we propose an adaptive reclosing method
that determines the fault clearance using the increase of the absolute value of the differential of the
load current and performs the reclosing.

In order to verify the proposed reclosing method, various simulations were performed according
to the unbalanced ratio, fault type, fault resistance, fault duration time and fault location. We can
conclude that reclosing can be successfully performed in all cases. In addition, the differences between
the conventional reclosing method and the proposed method are compared. The results show that the
outage time can be reduced by the proposed reclosing method.

Although the distribution system used in this paper is small, it is based on the configuration, line
and load data of the distribution systems used by Korea Electric Power Corporation Therefore, it is
a practical distribution system. In a large-scale and practical distribution systems, because the load
capacity and the unbalanced ratio have larger values than in a small-scale and practical distribution
system, more neutral current will flow. Therefore, the current flowing to the load due to the electrostatic
induction phenomenon becomes larger, the absolute value of the differential of the load current also
becomes larger. For this reason, the proposed method can be applied in a large-scale distribution
system more easily.

Two challenges to realize the proposed method should be considered. The first challenge is a
cost problem. The recloser in the conventional distribution system should be replaced by CB and a
protective relay, as discussed in Section 3. This will require a high cost. The second challenge is the
introduction of distributed generators. Nowadays, to establish a smart grid, the number of distribution
systems with distributed generators is increasing. The method proposed in this paper cannot be
applied to a distribution system with the distributed generators. If the distributed generators are
connected to the load side, an islanding of distributed generators will occur after the breaker has been
opened due to a fault. In this case, the distributed generators can directly inject the fault current into
the fault point. If the distributed generators are separated from the distribution system following a
fault, a reclosing method considering the separating and reconnecting of the distributed generators
could be developed. If the distributed generators have a fault-ride through function and hence they are
connected to the distribution systems during fault, a reclosing method could be developed considering
the system voltage, frequency, and synchronism problems.

As a future study, we will look at the reclosing method in the unbalanced distribution system,
considering the cost and the distributed generators.
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Nomenclature

Ineu Neutral current
IAneu,IBneu,ICneu Current flowing from the neutral line to Phases A, B and C, respectively
Vneu Voltage at the neutral line
CAneu,CBneu,CCneu Mutual capacitance between the neutral line and Phases A, B and C, respectively
Z0 Characteristic impedance of the distribution line
Rfault Fault resistance
iload_rms RMS value of the load current
|∆iload_rms| Absolute value of the differential of the RMS
j Present sample
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iload_rms[j] RMS value of the load current at the present sample
iload_rms[j− 1] RMS value of the load current at the previous sample
∆T Time interval between two samples
α Threshold value to detect the fault occurrence
β Threshold value to judge the fault clearance
ε Duration threshold to finally determine the fault clearance
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